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There has been much research in recent times exploring the trends in extratropical cyclone 
behaviour in the SH (e.g., Simmonds and Keay 2000, Irving et al. 2010). However, very little 
attention has been paid to the more challenging task of diagnosing trends in frontal behaviour 
over the southern extratropics.

We report on some preliminary investigations into changes in frontal frequency, and well as 
trends in the length and intensity of fronts. The frontal identification and tracking package we 
have used here is that described by Simmonds et al. (2012). The scheme is applied at the 850 
hPa level of the ERA–Interim reanalysis (Dee et al. 2011) over the 20-year period 1989-2008. 

The top panel of Figure 1 shows the trends in the annual frequency distribution of the 
centroids of all identified frontal structures. Significant reductions in frontal numbers are 
diagnosed in the Southern Ocean to the south of Australia and new Zealand. By contrast the 
western Indian at about 50oS hosts an increase in frontal frequency. The middle panel of 
Figure 1 shows very little change in mean frontal length over our relatively short period of our 
analysis. By contrast the significant trends in mean frontal intensity (bottom panel of Figure 
1) are predominantly positive, with notable increases in intensity in the Tasman Sea, to the 
southwest of Australia, and in the eastern Pacific at about 40oS.
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Figure 1 (next page): Annual mean trends (per decade) of 850 hPa frontal characteristics 
over 1989-2008. (top) frequency of frontal centroid positions, (middle) length, and (bottom) 
intensity. The units are counts per 103 (degrees of latitude)2, km, and ms-1 (1000 km), 
respectively. Stippling denotes where trends are significantly different from zero (p < 0.05).




